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Cognisight’s Senior Official, Kim Browning, and Chief

2016 Dates of Service Audit

Information Officer, Jamie Hayslip, participated in the

For the upcoming 2016 DOS audit, we can anticipate:

HHS-RADV Lessons Learned IVA Entity meeting held on



Sample will be provided by May 31st instead of July 1st

January 25th. This document summarizes the updates that



RADVDE report will be corrected to reflect HCC level

may impact the audit.



The following items will remain:
 Screenshots

Suggestions for Overall Improvement

 Majority of auditable data elements for

Multiple IVA entities provided suggestions for

Demographics and Enrollment Data Validation

improvement:

and Claims Data Validation

PLEASE



Issuer Documentation



Provider awareness



Package 1 and Package 2 submissions



Protocol-related constraints



State credentials



Expediting medical record retrieval

 While premium remains a challenge for many
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Issuers, it remains a critical and material data
element
 Newly found HCCs and non-EDGE claims

Next Steps


CMS team is doing a LEAN end-to-end process review
the week of January 30th



A separate chart retrieval and coding session will be
conducted for IVA entities (date to be determined)



Issuers will be provided opportunity to provide
feedback to CMS (date to be determined)
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ognisight, ™LLC is a leading health care solutions provider, specializing in risk adjustment
services for Medicare Advantage plans, Issuers on and off the Health Insurance Exchange,
PACE programs, and Medicaid Managed Care plans. Our mission is simple: capture the most
accurate and complete information to help ensure our clients have the best information to care for their
members.
As risk adjustment experts, we enable our clients to improve the quality of health care they
deliver while maximizing efficiency and assuring accurate revenue. Our continuum of comprehensive
risk adjustment services include:
• CognisightDX®

• Health Assessments
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We’re pleased to bring you this important insight.
Should you have any questions about this
information, please do not hesitate to contact
your Cognisight Account Manager or:
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